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1 Installation
As of version 6.4, binary packages for SIMRES are available only for 64 bit platforms. The package 
includes necessary 3rd party libraries such as Java3D, Jama, PGPLOT, MCPL, etc. (see the 
README.md file in the installation folder). In addition, default configuration files and example 
projects are included, so that the program is ready for use immediately after installation. 

1.1 Requirements

Java Runtime Environment

SIMRES GUI is build in Java and requires a 64-bit version of Java JRE or SDK to execute 
(minimum version is 1.8). On Linux, it can be installed e.g. as (Ubuntu, Debian):

sudo apt install openjdk-8-jre
On Windows, there are two options:

1. Get the instaler from https://www.java.com/en/download/manual.jsp and choose 
the Windows 64 bit offline version. Note that by default, this site offers only the 32 bit 
version so you need to choose the 64 bit installer manually. Note also that Oracle has 
recently changed their license conditions for end users so that you may not be eligible for 
using this JRE.

2. Choose the open source GPL-licensed JDK from https://openjdk.java.net/. Binary 
distributions should be available at https://jdk.java.net/.

When Java JRE or SDK is installed at Program Files\Java\[some name], the SIMRES 
installer should find it. Otherwise you need to provide a path to it by editting the JRE variable in ./
simres.bat manually.

Other Runtime Libraries

The Windows binary distributions are build using the Mingw-w64 package and required runtime 
libraries should be included in the binary distribution.

On Linux, the GNU gcc package is used and required runtime libraries (in particular, libgfortran) 
should be installed by the system admin. This also depends on the version of gcc the SIMRES 
binaries were compiled against. At present, the binary distribution for Linux is built on Ubuntu 
18.04 with gcc version 7.4.0, therefore libgfortran.so.4 is required.

1.2 Linux

Compiled executables for x86_64  platform are included in the installation package together with 
the perl script for installation. 

1. Get the binary package at http://neutron.ujf.cas.cz/restrax/download and 
unpack it.

2. Run command [sudo] perl Install.pl [target directory] 
from the distribution directory to install SIMRES. If the target directory is ".", SIMRES is 
installed to /opt/simres and an executable link is made to /usr/bin/simres (requires 
sudo privileges).

3. Run the program by executing [target directory]/simres (or just simres for the 
standard installation). See the user guide at [target directory]/doc/simres-
guide.pdf for more information.



4. For testing the program in command mode, execute  e.g. [target directory]/simres 
-test 0.

1.3 Windows

1. Get the installer at http://neutron.ujf.cas.cz/restrax/download (the installer is 
packed in a zip archive to prevent Windows from blocking its execution).

2. Execute the installer and follow instructions.

3. Run the program (a launch icon should be on the desktop and in the Start menu. See the user 
guide for more information (a link is provided in the Start menu in the Simres folder).

4. For testing the program in command mode, open the Simres command window (a link 
should be available in the program group). Then execute  e.g. simres -test 0.

5. Some antivirus programs like AVG may hinder the first launch of the program. If this 
happens, press RESET on the control panel to restart the kernel.

1.4 Upgrade from previous versions

A new version can be installed over the previous one in the same directory. To preserve the older 
version, choose another directory when asked (Windows) or as the installer argument (Linux). New 
versions are backwards compatible so that they should accept older instrument configurations. Note 
that newly introduced components, parameters and options will be loaded with default values and 
you may still need to modify them according to your needs. 
Both versions will share the same user home directory (Windows: %homepath%/.simres, Linux: 
~/.simres) which may cause some problems with forward compatibility. It is therefore 
recommended to make a backup of this folder before running an older version after the upgrade.
Of course, clean installation is always the safe way: uninstall SIMRES (Windows: run uninstaller; 
Linux: delete installation folder content) and delete your local configurations  (Windows: 
%homepath%/.simres; Linux: ~/.simres) – but as always, backup first! 



2 Compilation
Get source files from git repository

Clone SIMRES from GitHub repository:

git clone --recurse-submodules https://github.com/saroun/simres
Alternatively, it is possible to download source distribution as a zip archive at 
http://neutron.ujf.cas.cz/restrax/download and unpack it to a new folder.

Add 3rd party software

• Get PGPLOT source files:
Get the source distribution at http://www.astro.caltech.edu/~tjp/pgplot, Version 5.2.2. 
Unpack the archive to ./3dparty/pgplot.

• Get the Java3D library for your OS and architecture and make sure the submodule simresUI 
can see it. Refer to the Requirements section of ./submodules/simresUI/README.md 
for details.

2.1 Windows

Edit the build.bat script from the source distribution to make sure that the required toolchain is 
available. Specifically, the following tools are required:
To build SIMRES core:

• perl for makefile configuration

• mingw-w64 compiler suite including gcc, gfortran, make

To build JSDRIV Windows server for PGPLOT:
• lazbuild command line compiler from Lazarus IDE. See submodules/jsdriv_server/

README.md for details.

To build GUI:
• Java SDK (version 1.8 or later)

• Ant builder

• Java3D package, see submodules/simresUI/README.md for instructions.

Run build.bat. This will perform all necessary steps: configure, compile and install SIMRES to 
./distr. See the content of build.bat for the make commands which can also be used to build the 
core, PGPLOT driver and GUI separately. After execution of the script, it should be possible to run 
SIMRES by executing ./distr/start.bat. For running a test in command mode, execute .\
distr\simres.bat -test 0. For building an installer, see the last section below.

2.2 Linux

Make sure that the required toolchain is available. Specifically, the following tools are required:
• gcc compilers suite with gfortran

sudo apt-get install gcc gfortran make

• libX11 headers
sudo apt-get install libx11-dev

• Java development kit
sudo apt-get install openjdk-8-jdk-headless

• Ant builder
sudo apt-get install ant



• Java3D package
see submodules/simresUI/README.md for instructions.

Run the script build.sh. This will perform all necessary steps: configure, compile and install 
SIMRES to ./distr. See the content of build.sh for the make commands which can also be used 
to build the core, PGPLOT driver and GUI separately. After execution of the script, it should be 
possible to run SIMRES by executing ./distr/start. For running a test in command mode, 
execute ./distr/simres -test 0. For building a binary package, see the last section below

2.3 Building of binary distribution packages

Windows

• If you want to build a self-contained binary distribution, copy all required runtime libraries 
to the ./rtlib/windows subdirectory. For example, when building with mingw-w64 
on Windows, the libraries libgcc_s_seh-1.dll and libquadmath-0.dll are required.

• After building and testing the distribution (see Compilation/Windows), run the script 
ZipBin.pl. Add the "-inno" option to build Windows installer using the INNO Setup utility 
iscc:
perl ZipBin.pl -inno

Linux

• After building and testing the distribution (see Compilation/Linux), run the script ZipBin.pl:
perl ZipBin.pl

• To create source distribution, run:
perl ZipSrc.pl



3 First start
last update: 06/17/2021
Program starts with opening a command prompt window and a welcome window with a selection of 
available projects.

Startup window. Your projects should be 
available on the selection list, the previously used 
on is the first. 
To start with one of the provided demo examples, 
check the “Demo project” box and choose one of 
the examples. 
Info button shows brief information about news in 
this SIMRES version.
Start button starts SIMRES with the selected 
project settings.

After choosing the project and clicking the Start button, the main window of SIMRES opens. It 
may take few seconds to finish initialization tasks like loading instrument configuration, lookup 
tables etc. If everything is correct, you should get the Control panel window with “Run” button 
enabled in the upper left corner:

The “Ready” status indicates the program is ready for user input. The newly loaded projects should 
be prepared for starting simulation (Run button) for given number of final counts (the text field next 
to Run). 
Information about configuration file and lookup tables loaded appears in the “Results” window:



The last line (Started SIMRES 6.5.3) also indicates that the initialization passed successfully.

3.1 How to start a new project

Project dialog

User projects are managed from the Project dialog (menu Files/Projects) shown below:

Information about available projects is saved in the user's profile on the system (%userprofile
%/.simres in Windows and ~/.simres in Linux) in the file user_projects.xml. It can be 
edited in a suitable text editor before starting SIMRES, or from this Project dialog.
Project information:
Project path A folder with all instrument configuration files and other input data (e.g. lookup 

tables for supermirror reflectivity, source tables, sample data etc.).
Some subdirectories are automatically created when missing:
./tables for lookup tables 
./components for individually saved components
./.simres  a hidden folder with project information

Output Path A folder for file output (simulation results).
Config. file An instrument file loaded when the project is selected. 



Description Project name shown on the selection list. 

Functions
New Creates a new empty project. Fill in the project information. The directories and 

configuration files must be created/copied manually. Then press Apply to actually 
create a new project. 

Clone Like “New”, but the newly created project is based on the actually used project 
(marked by * on the list). All files from the existing configuration folder are copied 
to the new location. 

Delete Delete the project from the list. The currently used project cannot be deleted, but 
you can select another one from the list and then delete it.

Reset Resets all changes to the selected project data (before they are submitted by 
Apply). 

Import It opens a directory selection dialog, where you can choose a directory with an 
existing project (the Project path with configurations). It should already contain 
the subdirectory .simres and a file project.xml with project information, 
which is then copied into the dialog editors. If not, a new project is created in this 
folder - then you have to fill in some project information manually (name, 
instrument file and output directory). 

Apply Switches to the newly defined or changed project. The newly specified instrument 
file is loaded and the projects list updated.

Cancel The edits to the project description are discarded. However, if a new project was 
created (using the New or Clone), it remains on the list. 

Starting from a demo project as a template
When using SIMRES for the first time, you may need to start with one of the provided demo 
projects. Choose one of them from the Startup window . Then open the Project dialog and make a 
clone of this project (choose any user folder with write permissions). It is recommended to use 
folders without spaces in the path names. This is not a strict requirement and names with spaces 
should work in most cases, but there might be exceptions. 
Note that SIMRES can use some support data, such as supermirror reflectivities, which are provided 
in the default configuration folder (./setup subdirectory of the installation target). However, some 
of them (e.g. source or sample files) need to be copied to your project folder manually if you want 
to use them with your instrument configuration. Files found in the project directory have always 
preference before those in  <installation target>/setup. 

3.2 Troubleshooting

GUI does not start
See the messages shown on the terminal window. Most probably, there is a problem with Java 
configuration, version, etc. Refer to Installation. 

GUI window opens, but initialization does not finish
This means that the simulation kernel (a child process started by GUI) was not successfully 
completed. Then the Run button on the Control panel is not enabled, “Started SIMRES” message 
does not show in the Results window, a red error message may appear suggesting the need of a 
kernel Reset). See the Console and results Window for error messages. Missing libraries are 
typically reported in the Console window.  The Reset button can be used to restart the simulation 
kernel. Then the initialization restarts and may again take a few seconds to finish. By the kernel 
restart, the actual instrument configuration is not lost. It is kept in GUI and sent to the kernel again 
after the restart. 



I get error messages in the Results window, like some file was not found etc.
Usually it means that some files required by the instrument configuration are missing. Check that 
the reported files are actually placed where expected (see the paths in the dialog Files/ Projects) 

A Version Error window pops up on startup
This happens when previous session finished abruptly (some status data could not be saved). The 
message disappears when you close SIMRES and start it again.  

The simulation runs too long …
You can stop it by using the Reset button. This will restart the simulation kernel.

On installation, I get strange Windows error messages. The installer runs twice !!
This is most likely a problem with antivirus software, observed with AVG, but maybe others may 
cause it as well. On the first launch, AVG runs the application in a safeguard mode while searching 
for threats. It has troubles with INNO setup installer which raises error messages. You can just 
cancel the installation window and wait until it starts again (now without AVG intervention). 
SIMRES should then install successfully. Alternatively, you can suspend AVG CyberCapture feature 
temporarily or try to white list INNO setup - or switch to another antivirus software :-). 

Just after installation, SIMRES initialization starts twice and does not finish! 
See the previous topic, this is the same problem. Restart the kernel by the RESET button. 



4 New features
document version: 6.5.3
date: 17/06/2021

4.1 Version 6.5

20/2/2019

As of version 6.5, SIMRES has moved to a public GitHub repository at 
https://github.com/saroun/simres. No new functional features have been added with respect to the 
version 6.4. However, the package structure and building scripts have changed substantially. 64 bit 
binaries are now available for both Linux and Windows platforms. A new PGPLOT graphics driver 
for Windows (similar to pgxwin_server on Linux) has been developed and added as a submodule to 
SIMRES. The user interface (written in Java) is now also added as a submodule and includes Ant 
builder scripts. The SIMRES core can now be compiled using the GNU gcc/gfortran suite (using the 
mingw-w64 tools on Windows).

------------------------

update 6.5.3, 4/6/2021

------------------------

• updated crystal.tab by adding incoherent scattering cross-sections

• increased peak position precission on output

• added REPSA command to print information about polycrystalline 
sample

• bug fix: program stays in "non ready" state after SCAN1D or FMERIT 
commads

• added Python script for generating the sample tables from NCrystal 
(https://github.com/mctools/ncrystal)

• polycrystal sample tables replaced by those generated using 
NCrystal

• updated manual

------------------------

update 6.5.1, 17/7/2020

------------------------

• added REPBM console command to print beamline geometry report

• source code cleanup (centralized coordinate transformation 
handling, 

• UI erase added to the clean targets in makefile

• fixed #6: ray-tracing hangs 

• fixed problems with running SIMRES as console command

https://github.com/saroun/simres


4.2 Version 6.4

6/9/2019 

MCPL and McStas support

SIMRES provides functions to export and import neutrons in the form of the Monte Carlo Particle 
Lists (MCPL – see https://mctools.github.io/mcpl for more details). Any neutron register (listed at 
the bottom of the configuration window) can be used for import/export of neutrons, providing thus 
a tool for binding with other simulation programs. This feature is accessible via the console 
commands (see the User manual,  MCPL and McStas binding). 

Binding with McStas

Using the neutron events exchange provided by MCPL, SIMRES now permits to simulate a part of 
the instrument beamline using an instrument model written for McStas. This can be a sample model 
or a more extended sequence of components before and after the sample. Neutrons are exported 
from simres at a monitor, then used by McStas instrument executable to propagate further along the 
beamline, and, optionally, returned back to SIMRES for tracing to the end. A combined SIMRES-
McStas-SIMRES simulation can be thus executed, which permits to exploit unique features of both 
programs (e.g. higher speed of reverse tracing in SIMRES and large library of components and 
configurability of McStas). An example is provided within the suite of demo projects distributed 
with SIMRES (try “SIMRES and McStas binding demo” and corresponding chapter in the SIMRES 
manual). 

New demo examples

A suite of new demo projects is provided, including recent configuration of monochromatic and ToF 
instruments (BEER@ESS, STRESSPEC@FRMII, ENGINX@ISIS, and other). 

New supermirror tables 

Four sets of supermirror reflectivity tables are provided (select one in the Settings/Mirror tables 
menu). See the chapter “MIRRORS” for details. 

Simulation of guide misalignment

Random spatial misalignment of guide elements can be simulated

Improved guide waviness model

See the User manual, chapter MIRRORS for details about the mode. 

Hollow sample shapes

It is now possible to define hollow shapes (hollow cylinder or empty box) for the sample. See Users 
manual, chapter SAMPLES. 

Save/Load individual components

Each component editor has now Save and Load buttons, which permit to save or load the 
component configuration. The data ara saved in XML format in the subdirectory ./components of 
the current project folder (file extension *.rxcp). The ID name of the present and loaded component 
must be the same. This permits for example to easily exchange collimators or monochromators on 
the instrument. 



Improved stability and monitoring of the simulation kernel

The process control flow implemented in GUI has been rewritten. It solves some earlier thread 
safety problems and allows better monitoring of the process. All lengthy startup and simulation 
tasks are now handled asynchronously by a worker thread, which sends information on the Control 
panel about the currently running task. 

4.3 Version 6.3.6

30/8/2019

This release includes a collection of new features described above, developed since version 6.3.3 
(May 2015).

Updated polycrystalline sample model

The polycrystalline sample model includes the possibility to define one-dimensional gradient of 
strain tensor and scattering probability (orientation dependent). Together with the tools for 
simulation of gauge volume, this extension allows to study spatial resolution effects in stran 
measurements, such as pseudo strains and strain distribution smearing due to steep stress and 
texture gradients. SIMRES now also permits to export sampling events (position, ki, kf, weight and 
dhkl) for further use in data processing (treatment of pseudo-strains and deconvolution of strain 
distribution).

New source definitions

New definitions for the parameter file describing ESS long pulse and ISIS moderators were added. 
They include the the range of ESS moderators from ESS baseline 2013 (TDR) to butterfly 2016 
(TG1). The ISIS moderator model makes use of the McStas lookup tables (h.*). Combination of 
various tables in one source file is possible, e.g. spectrum + 2D spatial/angular map + pulse shape.

It is possible to combine source tables: give multiple names separated by “:”. The ESS bi-spectral 
source can be simulated this way.

3D focusing crystal arrays

Both CRYSTAL and XTAL components have now the possibility to define, which way the 
segments are positioned: either glued to a curved surface, or fixed on a plane and tilted. In both 
cases, the true orientation and position of each segment is now taken into account by the ray-tracing 
procedure. This should allow for more accurate simulations of second order effects (aberration).

For CRYSTAL, it is possible to define the angle at which wafers in a sandwich are stacked. It 
permits to simulate assemblies similar to the RITA-type multi-analyzer.

Multiple neutron registers

Multiple registers for simulated neutron states are created for each simulation. When plotting the 
beam maps (BEAM1D, BEAM2D),  the required register is selected from the “Beam monitor” list 
in GUI or by “BREF id” command in the console or script. When simulating complete instrument 
with a sample, registers for incident and final neutron states at the scattering point are created 
automatically. It permits to map the true sampling volume and export sampling distribution as a set 
of events.

Sampling volume simulation

Gauge volume can be newly simulated and exported as a table of sampling events, using the new 



plotting command GAUGE2D . It permits to plot various projections of the sampling volume and to 
export the events. The plotted quantity is either intensity or some of the  detection parameters, such 
as dhkl for  powder sample. The latter allows for analysis and fast simulation of pseudo strains in 
strain-scanning experiments:

see http://neutron.ujf.cas.cz/restrax/download/stressfit/saroun_MECASENS_2017.pdf
(a Python package using the sampling events is available on request).

Instrument interface

The instrument interface now works in two modes, one is suitable for elastic scattering (diffraction) 
and the other for spectroscopy (see the Users' guide). Position of the instrument can be defied either 
directly in the Interface panel, or indirectly through the Sample panel when the automatic 
instrument and/or sample adjustments are switched on.

Single crystal sample

The single crystal sample was introduced. So far, no inelastic scattering model like phonon 
scattering was implemented, except of the generic one, which simulates the inelastic resolution 
function by spreading neutrons to all Q and energy. However, this component now allows to 
navigate the spectrometer (e.g. three-axis spectrometer) as usually, using the reciprocal lattice of the 
sample, i.e. the model no implements the complete UB matrix, as well as the U0 matrix, which 
defines mounting orientation of the crystal to the sample goniometer. 

Segmented guide extended

Segmented guide (SGUIDE) is a component allowing to define a segmented guide with many 
degrees of freedom: up to 128 individual segments can be defined with unique lengths, exit window 
size and m-value for the reflectivity of each wall. It is possible to define a guide of less than 4 sides 
and to decide, whether given wall is composed of flat segments or whether these segments are bent, 
following a locally parabolic profile by quadratic interpolation between segments. 

The component capability was extended by adding the option for automatic setting of elliptic or 
parabolic tapering. As for the GUIDE component, SGUIDE also takes into account waviness.  

Mirror reflectivity tables

The lookup tables with neutron mirror reflectivities are newly defined in the file 
<User profile>\.simres\tables\mirror_tables.xml
(substitute for user profile directory, e.g. /home/username).
These tables are accessible in all projects. In addition, you can relate your own list of tables specific 
to your project
<My project directory>\tables\mirror_tables.xml

Contents of this file looks like this:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<MTABLE version="1.0">

<MIRROR m="1.0">mirror1.0</MIRROR>
<MIRROR m="2.0">mirror2.0</MIRROR>
<MIRROR m="3.0">mirror3.0</MIRROR>

</MTABLE>

No path information should be given. The path is added by the program: SIMRES installation 

http://neutron.ujf.cas.cz/restrax/download/stressfit/saroun_MECASENS_2017.pdf


directory for the list from the user's profile or <project directory>/tables for a user-defined 
list.
Each MIRROR entry contains the m-value and corresponding filename. When you give m-value in 
the component parameters, corresponding file with lookup table is loaded. You can always check 
available lookup tables and their file names by choosing the menu item Settings/Mirror tables:

Note that the list in the project directory overrides the global list. The files don't need to be named 
like mirror.2.0 , as it used to be in the previous versions. These files are ignored unless they are 
defined in the mirror_tables.xml file.

Gravity

Gravity can be taken into account by setting non-zero value in the  Tracing options/advanced 
panel. When set, all neutron transport assumes homogeneous vertical acceleration field. This option 
is only experimental and does not work for all configurations:
The gravity option does not work correctly for tapered elliptic and parabolic guides and for guides, 
which are vertically inclined !

Sampling space

In previous versions, random sampling in momentum space was done within a rectangular area in 
k-space. Alternatively, it is now possible to select “lambda-space”, so that sampling volume is 
defined by the interval of wavelengths and solid angle. The latter option leads to much faster 
simulations in the case of broad bandwidth configurations, like time-of-flight instruments.
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